INTR~DuCT10~
Berens and DeVore [ 1, 2] where C, > 0 is independent off and n.
In [2] it is shown that if (L,} is a sequence of positive linear operators
where C, > 0 is independent off and n. Estimate (1.2) is good for large p, while (1.1) is effective for positive linear contractions with p close to 1. In general, (1.1) and (1.2) cannot be improved, and (1.1) is not valid for contraction operators that map L, [u, b] 
Many well-known sequences of positive linear operators have a rate of convergence that is better than that predicted by (1.1) and (1.2) (see, e.g., [ 1,7, lo] ). These sequences satisfy the estimate Ilkm -fllL,Ic,dl G 4x, Ilfll, + %pU fiflP)l~ (1.3) where Mp > 0 is independent off and n.
The estimate (1.3) is the L, analog of Freud's optimal estimate [4] for approximation in the space C [a, b] .
The purpose of this paper is to investigate conditions under which (1.3) can be attained. Specifically, let kp = (mown -cA.,Ie,d~~ IIL"(@ -XL XIILp[c,dp IILnW -xY9 x>ll;$P;' 1)IY29 
while Theorem 2 yields
The latter estimate is better than the former if a > /?, since n -a = o(n (-2a-(0/P))Pl(2P+ 1)) ( n + co) in this case. Assuming a > /3, then straightforward calculations establish the existence of constant k, > 0 independent of n such that IIL,((t-;)+A -(x-;)+ILpIo,,, > kpn-""+"P', where (t -4)+ = 0, o<t<f, =t-f, f<t<l.
Since qp((t -f), ,6) = O(6 r + l/p) (6 + 0 + ), this shows that the estimate of Theorem 2 is sharp.
PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
Let Lr'(Z) be the space of those functions f E L,(Z) with f' absolutely continuous and f " E L,(Z).
The keys to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are the following lemmas: For
t E [a, b] and x E [c, d], we have
Thus These are the K-functionals of Peetre [8] . It is known [6] Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 1, except that Lemma 2 is used.
